Transportation Master List

Alamance County

ACTS, Alamance County Transportation System – (336) 222-0565

General Fare - $20 roundtrip – call by 1pm the day before appointment

Medicaid – call Social Services one week in advance ((336) 513-5558)

Disability – same as general fare, but call anyway because if the disability keeps them from being able to drive, ACTS may take them at no charge

Schedule: 6 a.m. pickups – 11 a.m. leave ACC (can wait until later shuttle)

12 p.m. pickups – leave ACC by 4 p.m.

Caswell County

CDOT – (336) 694-4141 x234

General Fare – provided at no cost on a funds available basis

Medicaid – can get a gas voucher from Social Services (same phone # as above) for a trip

Disability – provided at no cost

All fare types call by 1pm the day before appointment

**People should make mid morning appointments

Chatham County

CTS, Chatham Transit Network – (919) 542-5136 – Do case-by-case

General Fare - $20 roundtrip to RTP to get TTA call at least 24 in advance before noon

Senior citizens or Disability - $5 roundtrip to RTP to get TTA

Medicaid – direct to Chapel Hill 3x per day call Social Services - (919) 542-0536 Ext.250

**If not Medicaid, >60, or on Disability & can be w/in 2 miles of Hwy 64 or Hwy 15-501 – can get at home pickup for $20 roundtrip with Medicaid patients.
**If >60, CALL ELLEN BROOKS at the Chatham Council on Aging (919) 542-4512 – they have volunteers that can take people for .325 cents / mile

**Durham County**

Human Services Transportation – (919) 560-0520

   For OUTSIDE DURHAM – ONLY MEDICAID & DISABILITY

   People should call 3 – 4 days in advance

DATA and TTA – DATA: (919) 688-2742, TTA (919) 549-9999

For inside Durham or RTP or someone could be dropped off at the TTA station or any stop

DATA - $0.75 general fare; $0.35 seniors and disabled

TTA – goes to ACC – on Mason Farm – has stop - $1.00 fare from Durham or RTP to Chapel Hill – if have transfer from DATA, fare is $0.25; Fare is only $0.50 total each way for seniors (>65), Medicare cardholders, and people with Disabilities – need proof

**Granville County**

KARTS, Kerr Area Regional Transit System – (252) 438-2573

   General Fare - $17 roundtrip; call by 1 p.m. the day before the appointment

Medicaid / Disability – call Social Services several days in advance to check if eligible for rides at no cost. Continue to call Social Services for appointments several days in advance even after approval. ((919) 693-1511)

   Pick up around 8 a.m. → arrive ACC 10 – 10:30 → leave by 3:30 p.m.

   **KARTS also serves Warren and Vance counties**

**Johnston County**

CTS, Coordinated Transportation System – (919) 989-8703

   General Fare - $35 roundtrip – call one week in advance

Medicaid – call Social Services ((919) 989-5300) 10 days in advance

Disability – same as general fare
Pickup around 7:30 a.m. (stops in Raleigh and Durham before CH), leaves CH by 2 p.m. at latest

**Lee County**

COLTS, County of Lee Transit System – *(919) 776-7201*

- Operates Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday
- General Fare - $10 roundtrip

Disability – no cost if have statement from Social Security showing they draw disability

Medicaid – no cost – schedule by calling Social Services 1 week in advance - *(919) 718-4690 x5252*

General and Disability call by noon the day before

Pickup 8 a.m., arrive ACC around 10 a.m., leave ACC by 3:30 p.m.

**Orange County**

OPT, Orange Public Transit –

- Door-to-door shuttle – Medicaid and Disability only –
- Through Social Services – *(919) 245-2800*

Medicaid and Disability – call Social Services 1 week before to verify eligibility

Call for times

OPT Fixed Routes – *(919) 245-2008*

For general public

- Call OPT for schedule and to find out which routes and stop is closest to your house
- Fare - $1 each way when going town to town

**Wake County**

TTA – Can take TTA from Garner, Cary, Raleigh, or RTP to Chapel Hill – call TTA about which route to take and which stop is closest to person’s house – *(919) 549-9999*
WCTS, Wake Coordinated Transportation Services – call Social Services at (919) 212-7375 or 7005 – MEDICAID ONLY – Call 5 days in advance